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And the Sun Was White: 
Light and Shade in Thomas Hardy's Poems 

Catherine E. Howard 

Abstract 

Thomas Hardy employs the descriptive mode unusually in his 

poems, causing his reader to produce a particular impression of a 

scene rather than passively to accept Hardy's image; like the 

French Impressionists and their English forerunner J.M.W. Turner, 

who fascinate him, Hardy is interested in the effects of light and 

shade. He presents sunlight in oppressively "hot" images as 

predictive, moralizing, and speaking to subjects who do not 

recognize its message. Similarly, shade, shadow, and moonlight, 

thoroughly "cold," share these characteristics. The white winter sun, 

the epitome of cool warmth, possesses exactly the opposite traits: it 

is singularly descriptive, distinctly amoral, and addresses subjects 

who are conspicuously perceptive about their situations. Hardy's 

awareness of Impressionistic uses of color, fragmentation, and point 

of view appears in his representations of sun and shade images, 

and in attempting to replicate sense experiences in the reader, he 

demonstrates a truly "impressionistic" sensibility. 



And the Sun Was White: 
Light and Shade in Thomas Hardy's Poems 

Thomas Hardy is nothing, if not a keen observer. His 

remarkable gift for projecting an image stems from this capacity, 

and especially in his poems Hardy is a master of detail, economical 

yet exact. The vividness of his descriptions remains with the reader 

long after reading a poem. This ability to evoke a particular 

impression in his reader has connections with Hardy's fascination 

for the French Impressionists and for J.M.W. Turner; like that of the 

Impressionists and Turner, Hardy’s forte lies in confronting life 

directly, as an observer. Sensitive observation from a distance 

(either spatial or temporal) allows him to introduce impressions as 

seen or heard rather than as lived through. That is, he either 

eavesdrops on others' experiences or reflects on his own, presenting 

them to the reader after the fact, in tableaux. Samuel Hynes 

indicates that Hardy is at his best when he takes on "not the 

experience itself (they are not narratives), but the states of mind 

that follow from, and endure, loss."^ Hardy's connection with the 

Impressionists and Turner is somewhat closer than this general 
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function would first indicate, however. As they manipulate 

elements in their paintings, so he manipulates elements in his 

poems — all to produce impressions in the viewer or reader. Tom 

Paulin cautions against conflating the Victorian senses of 

"impression" and "idea," indicating that impressions are much more 

"lively" and directly connected with the senses than ideas, which 

have to do with reflections on sensations. Often, instead of 

describing a scene and reflecting on it or expecting the reader to 

react to his description, Hardy slants his depiction toward 

reproducing in the reader the senses he has experienced. Lines like, 

"Her house looked cold" and "The dark was thick. A boy he seemed" 

conjure an image without demanding a specific reaction. The 

synesthesia of the verbs in these lines is of fundamental 

importance; things do not usually "look" cold, and in normal usage 

the "was" and the "seemed" of the second line would be reversed. 

The difference between being and seeming is crucial for both the 

Impressionists and Hardy. Seeming is of fundamental importance 

to the Impressionists, whose major concern is not to make a 

representation seem to be like reality, but to make it actually 

produce its own different reality. Hardy’s uses of the two terms are 
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also similarly reversed. That is, dark is not usually described as 

"thick," and when it is, it would normally be described as seeming 

thick instead of being thick. Conversely, a boy usually is a boy, 

instead of seeming to be a boy. Hardy employs the descriptive 

mode in unusual ways, causing the reader to produce a particular 

impression of a scene, rather than passively to accept Hardy's 

image. In addition, Hardy's familiarity with Impressionism and 

Turner is undisputed, and one may conclude, especially in view of 

his use of light and shadow imagery, that Hardy's is an 

"impressionistic" sensibility. 

Numerous critics note Hardy’s fondness for particular 

impressions. F. R. Leavis claims that Hardy's best poems "are all 

records of poignant particular memories, observing that "There is 

no emotionality. The emotion seems to inhere in the reality 

recognized and grasped. . . John Crowe Ransom points out that 

Hardy's poetry "is not content with the concepts, but is constantly 

stopping to insert or to attach the particularity which is involved in 

images,"^ and Samuel Hynes agrees, emphasizing Hardy's use of 

sense data and consciousness itself.^ Mark Van Doren recognizes 

that Hardy feels compelled to record the particular experience. 
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"That is a small event among the many that take place in the great 

world. But Hardy noticed it, and having noticed it he must put it 

down.Hardy's profound sense of observation, although it carries 

a feeling of casualness and familiarity, is startlingly accurate and 

complex; "frequently," as James Richardson puts it, "Hardy's vision 

O 

is not merely microscopic but molecular."0 Other critics recognize 

this distinction, as well. Yvor Winters notes, "The simplest and most 

obvious thing that one can say about Hardy is that he had the best 

eye for natural detail in all British poetry.Mark Van Doren 

concurs: "In all the world there is no more feeling poet."^® Indeed, 

there is no question that one of Hardy's stronger points is his 

descriptive abilities. 

Hardy writes, "Unadjusted impressions have their value, and 

the road to a true philosophy of life seems to lie in humbly 

recording diverse readings of its phenomena as they are forced 

upon us by chance and change."^ As well as attributing great 

value to observing life, he recognizes the influence pf the recounting 

of an observation. He states, "The poetry of a scene varies with the 

minds of the perceivers. Indeed, it does not lie in the scene at 

19 all. ^ Hardy's interest, then, lies in causing a particular impression 
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to occur in his readers. Just as the Impressionists maneuver light 

in painting to produce the effect of experiencing a scene, Hardy 

hopes to do the same in prose and verse. He writes, "The 

impressionist school is strong. It is even more suggestive in the 

direction of literature than in that of art. As usual it is pushed to 

absurdity by some. But their principle is, as I understand it, that 

what you carry away from a scene is the true feature to grasp; or 

in other words, what appeals to your own individual eve and heart 

in particular, amid much that does not appeal, and which you 

therefore omit to record. . . ." D By retaining what has appealed to 

him, the writer or painter hopes to cause a replication in the reader 

or viewer of a similar impression of the object observed. Although 

this reproduction technique is apparent throughout Hardy in his 

choices of subject matter, of scene, of dialogue reported, of details of 

setting, and so forth, it is particularly interesting to examine in the 

poems his uses of light and chiaroscuro effects he may have learned 

from the Impressionists in this endeavor. 

Hardy has somewhat more interest in the English forerunner 

of the Impressionists, J.M.W. Turner, than in the Impressionists 

themselves. Turner says about his own watercolors, "The only use 
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of the thing is to recall the impression."^ This statement is 

applicable to Hardy's opinion of 1890 that "Art is a disproportioning 

— (i.e. distorting, throwing out of proportion) — of realities, to show 

more clearly the features that matter in those realities, which, if 

merely copied or reported inventorially, might possibly be 

observed, but would more probably be overlooked. Hence 'realism' 

is not Art."^ For Hardy, recalling the impression involves giving 

more weight to certain features of reality in order to bring it back 

more vividly. Turner fully understands art's necessary distortion of 

the real in order to approximate the impression of it, and so does 

Hardy, who writes in 1887, 

I don’t want to see landscapes, i.e. scenic paintings of 
them, because I don't want to see the original realities 
— as optical effects, that is. I want to see the deeper 
reality underlying the scenic, the expression of what is 
sometimes called abstract imaginings. The 'simply 
natural' is interesting no longer. The much decried, 
mad, late-Turner rendering is now necessary to create 
my interest. The exact truth as to material fact ceases 
to be of importance in art -- it is a student's style — 
the style of a period when the mind is serene and 
unawakened to the tragical mysteries of life; when it 
does not bring anything to the object that coalesces 
with and translates the qualities that are already there, 
— half hidden, it may be — and the two united are 
depicted as the All.^ 

As with the Impressionists, light is of paramount importance for 
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Turner, overshadowing even the "subjects" of his works, especially 

in the late paintings. Turner does with light what Hardy attempts 

to with images. According to Hardy, 

Turner’s water-colours: each is a landscape plus a 
man's soul .... What he paints chiefly is light modified 
bv objects. He first recognizes the impossibility of 
really reproducing on canvas all that is in a landscape; 
then gives for that which cannot be reproduced a 
something else which shall have upon the spectator an 
approximative effect to that of the real. He said, in his 
maddest and greatest days: 'What pictorial drug can I 
dose man with, which shall affect his eyes somewhat in 
the manner of this reality which I cannot carry to 
him?' -- and set to make such strange mixtures as he 
was tending towards in 'Rain, Steam and Speed’, 'The 
Burial of Wilkie', 'Agrippina landing with the ashes of 
Germanicus', 'Approaches to Venice', 'Snowstorm and a 
Steamboat', etc. Hence, one may say, Art is the secret 
of how to produce by a false thing the effect of a 
true. . . .17 

Hardy, too, wants to use artifice to (re)produce experience, but with 

regard to light he works at a farther remove than the painters. 

Turner and the Impressionists use representations of light to 

accomplish this goal, while Hardy uses images of representations of 

light. 

Alastair Smart has claimed that "Hardy was in fact one of the 

few people of his generation who fully appreciated Turner's last 

1 R pictures,' 0 and Joan Grundy carries this sentiment a step farther, 
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claiming, "There is undoubtedly a painter manqué in Hardy." ^ His 

painter's sensitivity to light appears in the poems. Turner showed 

Hardy that light could be more than an external force by using light 

to "endow his paintings with meaning,"^ and Hardy applies this 

idea to literature, utilizing light effects in the poems most 

particularly in his representations of sunlight, of shadow, of the 

winter sun, and in "impressionistic" techniques involving color, 

fragmentation, and point of view. 

The Impressionists were fascinated with uses of natural light. 

They observed that the sun in its different light values at different 

times of day and in different seasons and weathers; radically affects 

the appearances of objects. Like these painters, Hardy also shows 

particular interest in the play of sunlight and shade, often using the 

combination in a metaphorical sense. In his poem "In the Garden" 

(531) he indicates the power of the sun. 

WE waited for the sun 
To break its cloudy prison 
(For day was not yet done, 
And night still unbegun) 
Leaning by the dial. 1 

After many a trial - 
We all silent there - 
It burst as new-arisen, 
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Throwing a shade to where 
Time travelled at that minute. 

Little saw we in it, 
But this much I know, 
Of lookers on that shade, 
Her towards whom it made 
Soonest had to go. 

Although the sun has the power to indicate the fate of the 

characters in the poem, it does not necessarily determine their 

fates, and it seems to be as random in its choosing as Chance is for 

Hardy. The sun is absent, both in the waiting of stanza one and in 

the portending shadow of the last two stanzas. Leaning by the dial, 

the characters wait for the sun, which does all its work by throwing 

a shadow, yet they do not understand its sign when it does appear: 

"Little saw we in it." Caught in the temporal paradigm, the 

participants cannot see the movement of the game as a whole. Like 

the Impressionists' uses of different angles of the sun as in, for 

example, Monet's cathedral and haystack series, Hardy' use of the 

sun here evokes in the viewer an image of the time of day. There is 

a turning point in the time word "Soonest": this word along with the 

line before indicates "the one toward whom the sun made soonest"; 

the last line alone means she had to go soonest. That is, either the 

sun goes soonest (to her), or she goes soonest. Both the sun and the 
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characters in the poem are subject to time. Once the sun breaks out 

of its "cloudy prison," it must indicate with its shadow someone's 

impending death, or at the very least the passage of time on the 

dial. Although it has burst §_§_ new-arisen (instead of "burst 

new-arisen"), the poem takes place late in the afternoon, and the 

sun, like the designated character at the end, will not last much 

longer. This image of the sun falling on the sundial perfectly suits 

Hardy's concern with temporality and impending mortality. 

That the sun is powerful in deciding or indicating someone's 

fate is also evident in "The Love-Letters" (841). The speaker in the 

poem meets a friend who holds up a packet of letters from a girl 

who has broken off with him. The friend plans to burn the letters, 

calling to mind the passion of the once-flaming affair, but the sun 

provides here only a "sunset glow" which warms the man's sickly 

smile. And it foreshadows doom: "He laughed in the sun - an ache 

in his laughter- / And went. I heard of his déath soon after." 

Again, the sun does not cause a death, but ironically the usual 

symbol of the source of life illuminates one about to die. Hardy 

uses the ironic image of the happy sun on a tragic letter again in 

"The Sun on the Letter" (231). 



I DREW the letter out, while gleamed 
The sloping sun from under a roof 
Of cloud whose verge rose visibly. 

The burning ball flung rays that seemed 
Stretched like a warp without a woof 
Across the levels of the lea 

To where I stood, and where they beamed 
As brightly on the page of proof 
That she had shown her false to me 

As if it had shown her true - had teemed 
With passionate thought for my behoof 
Expressed with their own ardency! 

Once again, the sun is partially imprisoned by clouds which threaten 

to change its light or extinguish it completely. Though the sun 

actively flings its rays onto the letter and is ominously termed the 

"burning ball," it remains blithely unaware of the pain it illumines. 

J. B. Bullen cites Hardy’s probable knowledge of Turner’s use of 

solar mythology, one story of which involves Apollo inadvertently 

killing Hyacinth with a discus, symbol of the sun. For Hardy the 

sun is as ironically ignorant of those on whom it bestows its rays as 

is Chance or Fate. In these three poems, the sun emphasizes the 

focal point of the scene, one suffering loss. 

Sunlight for Hardy, particularly bright or intense sunlight, can 

ironically emphasize someone's bad luck. Turner’s watercolor 



Shipwreck^ and painting Snow Storm^ both also function in this 

manner. In each, the sun illumines the focal point of the scene, 

beaming down on tragedy. Both works feature a ship going down in 

a storm; in both a large swirl of light centers on the tragic 

occurrence. The sun in Shipwreck washes the ship in a brilliant 

glare, while in Snow Storm, it almost silhouettes the sinking ship, 

illuminating a patch of the storm beyond the vessel. Slavers 

throwing overboard the Dead and Dying — Tvphon coming in^ * 

even more closely approximates Hardy's use of the sun in "In the 

Garden." The sun in this painting is intensely bright, but the ship 

and, to a greater degree, the leg of the drowning slave are in 

relative shadow. Here the shade is caused by the burning sun; 

both of these sections of the painting are well lighted, yet in 

contrast to the sun's fiery glow, they appear to be shaded. In 

meaning, too, these sections are shaded, for it is here in shadow that 

the tragedy occurs. Slave traders often threw slaves overboard to 

avoid epidemic or overcrowding tax, and here both j the point of the 

action and its consequence are shaded. Only upon second or third 

glance at the painting does one notice the school of fish surrounding 

the drowning man's leg and the two enormous fish swimming, 
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mouths gaping, toward him. Turner is a moralist, and Hardy also 

leans in this direction; although for Hardy there seems to be no 

direct connection between sunlight and what has occurred in a 

poem, again and again sunlight happens to fall ironically on tragic 

circumstances. Whether the sun is powerful or only appears to be 

so, the point for Hardy is its impartiality toward those on whom it 

shines. Hardy, on the other hand, is rather biased in his choice of 

where the sun falls: in case after case, he makes it fall in such a 

way as to illustrate the idea that its warm yellow light is not 

necessarily indicative of "happy" circumstances. 

Another function of sunlight in Hardy is to change the tone of 

a scene by affecting its color. In "A Conversation at Dawn" (366) 

the sunrise "fir[es]" the arguing couple "from foot to head," "painting 

their pillows with dyes of red," a startling change from the "white 

hotel on a white-stoned quay" of the stanza before. The "peering 

sun" watches them, again seeming to predict trouble, although no 

one can accuse it of causing their quarrel. Near the end of the long 

poem, the man claims, '"I did say once, though without intent, / 

That marriage is a plain event / Of black and white," yet here the 

sun has tinged a marriage (and a wife's reputation) red. For the 
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Impressionists, use of primary colors produces the effect of the 

spectrum, usually a shade of "white," in the viewer's awareness. 

Here, Hardy reverses the process, isolating one aspect of the white 

— red -- which sheds light on the couple’s situation. Thus, for 

Hardy, light shows things, either by conspicuously shining on or 

conspicuously failing to shine on key objects — a sundial, letters, a 

pillow. 

The distinction of sun as powerfully predictive becomes 

clearer upon examination of a different effect. In "A Victorian 

Rehearsal" (935), actors rehearse in a theater lighted more dimly 

than during performance. "A daylight arrow shoots down through / 

Some inlet, of a steely blue, / Dappling at minutes the rehearsings." 

The indirect blue daylight which spots the actors with shadow 

illuminates the "leading lady, / Whose private life is whispered 

shady." Here once again, the light reveals more where it does not 

fall than where it does. Its predictive power lies in its absence; the 

woman's shady character becomes apparent when daylight shades 

her body. This shading effect is apparent in, for example, Auguste 

Renoir's Le Moulin de la Galette, but Hardy gives the dappled light a 

moralizing function which the Impressionists on the whole manage 



to avoid. Renoir's The Swing.^ however, may produce much the 

same effect: the brightly lighted little girl is much less "spotted" 

than the lady on the swing, whose pensive face remains in shadow. 

For Hardy the sun both in its presence and in its absence discloses 

details about the characters in the poems — either about their 

questionable fates or about their dubious pasts. 

The subjects of the sun's revealing powers usually remain 

oblivious to their situations, however, as "Coming Up Oxford Street: 

Evening" illustrates. 

THE sun from the west glares back, 
And the sun from the watered track, 
And the sun from the sheets of glass, 
And the sun from each window-brass; 
Sun-mirrorings, too, brighten 
From show-cases beneath 
The laughing eyes and teeth 
Of ladies who rouge and whiten. 
And the same warm god explores 
Panels and chinks of doors; 
Problems with chymists' bottles 
Profound as Aristotle's 
He solves, and with good cause, 
Having been ere man was. 

Also he dazzles the pupils of one who walks west, 
A city-clerk, with eyesight not of the best, 
Who sees no escape to the very verge of his days 
From the rut of Oxford Street into open ways; 
And he goes along with head and eye flagging forlorn, 
Empty of interest in things, and wondering why he was bom. 
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The sun's interest here lies in particulars, in concrete details. The 

warm god discovers eyes, teeth, chinks of doors, chymists' bottles, 

while the clerk, on the other hand, not only "sees no escape," he sees 

not much of anything. Despite the sun's valiant attempt to indicate 

the important things in life, the man remains oblivious to them. A 

similar sun coming through a window in Turner's The Unpaid Bill, 

or the Dentist reproving his son's Prodigality ^ explores all sorts of 

items: mortar and pestle, bottles, dentist’s instruments, scissors, 

coal scuttle, as dentist and patient look the other way. The dentist, 

who glances over his shoulder out of the frame into the shadows at 

the right of the painting, particularly resembles the man in this 

poem, although he is not blinded by the sun. In Hardy's version, 

the sun is at the same time ironic and impartial in illuminating 

problems as profound as Aristotle's and blinding the eyes of one 

who is not so profound as Aristotle. 

The same message appears in "The Musical Box" (482), in 

which the speaker does not realize the value of sensory experiences. 

LIFELONG to be 
Seemed the fair colour of the time; 
That there was standing shadowed near 
A spirit who sang to the gentle chime 



Of the self-struck notes, I did not hear, 
I did not see. 

1 7 

I had slowed along 
After the torrid hours were done, 
Though still the posts and walls and road 
Flung back their sense of the hot-faced sun, 
And had walked by Stourside Mill, where broad 

Stream-lilies throng. 

Like the character in "Coming Up Oxford Street: Evening," the 

speaker ignores the particulars. Something, probably the "hot-faced 

sun," colors the time and shadows the singing figure, but the 

speaker only "sees” these actions in retrospect. Although the sun is 

absent now that the "torrid hours" have passed, its effects remain, 

as objects fling "back their sense of the hot-faced sun." This line is 

particularly telling. "[PJosts and walls and road" imitate Hardy's 

impressionistic task: reflecting the heat of an earlier time, they are 

constrained by their individual senses of the sun. These objects are 

responsible for causing someone else to perceive the sun through 

their reflection or representation of it. The speaker feels the sun's 

warmth through the medium of objects which fling back not the 

hot-faced sun itself, but their senses of it. The word "seemed" in 

the second line echoes this idea; each individual is imprisoned 

within his own dubious sense experiences. 
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The sun emphasizes the woman by not shining on her, the 

man by fiercely burning down on him, yet both characters seem to 

remain oblivious to its effects. In either case, too much shade or too 

dazzling a light, the characters are less aware of their situation than 

we, Hardy, and they in retrospect. In viewing Impressionist 

paintings one needs spatial distance, to comprehend the whole 

picture, and Hardy concerns himself with the temporal distance 

("After the torrid hours were done") necessary for the speaker to 

understand his situation. The overwhelming impression one gets in 

all of these representations of the predictive, moralizing sun 

beaming down on oblivious victims, both in Hardy’s poems and in 

Turner's paintings, is of its oppressive heat. 

A second realm in which Hardy approximates Turner and the 

Impressionists is shadow and shade. In the companion pieces 

Shade and darkness — the evening of the Deluge and Light and 

colour (Goethe's Theory) — the morning after the Deluge — Moses 

writing the book of Genesis. ^ Turner invokes Goethe's theory of 

color, a notion which Hardy would definitely seem to reverse. 

Although Goethe's theory generally states that "warm" colors such 

as red and yellow evoke happiness and positivity, Turner's use of 
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them in the second painting in an abysmal vortex mirroring the 

composition of the first mixes Goethe's metaphor in a way Hardy is 

prone to. Yellow and red may be positive, but there is an 

unfathomable chaos in the second painting related to the despair in 

the first. Both the ominous shadow of the first painting and the 

glaring yellow-red brilliance of the second share an element of 

power. The same view holds for Hardy, who invests shade and 

shadow with as much ominously prophetic power as he does the 

sun. For Hardy, as for Turner, "Shade and darkness" and "Light and 

colour" are integrally related. 

Like the sun, the shadow in "The Whitewashed Wall" (685) 

has to do with power of absence or with dazzling overpowering. 

- Well, once when her son cast his shadow there, 
A friend took a pencil and drew him 

Upon that flame-lit wall. And the lines 
Had a lifelike semblance to him. 

And there long stayed his familiar look; 
But one day, ere she knew, 

The whitener came to cleanse the nook, 
And covered the face from view. 

The representation of the boy's face, now absent, still has power 

over his mother, even though it has been blindingly whited out as 

the details have been whited out of the the clerk's view by the sun 
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in "Coming Up Oxford Street: Evening." The son casts his shadow, 

just as the sun in the previously discussed poems had cast its 

shadow; also like the sun, the son by casting a shadow foreshadows 

a demise — either his own or that of his likeness. Drawing is made 

possible here by absence of light, by the shadow the fire throws. 

Hardy emphasizes perception, even in an image of representation: 

"And there long stayed his familiar look." Either the boy’s glance 

lingered on the wall as his silhouette was being sketched, or the 

drawing remained on the wall for some time. Both possibilities 

suggest the significance of perception. As ever for Hardy, seeming 

is important; here the "lifelike semblance" of the drawing indicates 

subtly that its subject may no longer be alive. The drawing seems 

to be lifelike, and its subject also appears to be lifelike. In both 

cases, the missing son and the drawing made possible by his 

shadow, the absence of light is powerful for his mother the viewer. 

Hardy's concern with temporality appears in the "once" of the 

first line which gives a particular time reference. The last line, in 

typical Hardy fashion, can refer to the covering of the son's face 

with a shroud, as well as to the covering of his silhouette with 

whitewash. For Hardy, the "whitener" always comes before one 
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knows. Turner, famous for his Varnishing Day additions, knew the 

value of painting up to the very last minute — the deadline comes 

before it is expected. For Hardy, if one "knows" everything about 

life, life must be at an end, and if he himself "knows" enough about 

an episode to write a poem about it, the episode must be over. Both 

in the act of writing a poem and in the instance depicted in this 

particular poem, temporal distance is necessary to understanding. 

Like sun, shade seems to be representative of death or impending 

absence through its connection with temporality. 

Shade, also like the sun, seems to impute characters in 

Hardy's poems. "In the Vaulted Way" (225) suggests that the 

woman has done the man some wrong. 

IN the vaulted way, where the passage turned 
To the shadowy comer that none could see, 
You paused for our parting, - plaintively; 
Though overnight had come words that burned 
My fond frail happiness out of me. 

And then I kissed you, - despite my thought 
That our spell must end when reflection came 
On what you had deemed me, whose one long aim 
Had been to serve you; that what I sought 
Lay not in a heart that could breathe such blame. 

But yet I kissed you; whereon you again 
As of old kissed me. Why, why was it so? 
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Do you cleave to me after that light-tongued blow? 
If you scorned me at eventide, how love then? 
The thing is dark, Dear. I do not know. 

That she can kiss him as of old in the dark but not in the light 

indicates that something about their relationship is shady; the man 

observes, "[0]ur spell must end when reflection came," both 

reflection of light and reflection on what she has done to him. That 

she chooses a shadowy corner for their goodbye is significant; the 

shadow here, like the shadow the sun throws on the leading lady in 

"A Victorian Rehearsal" falls on one who should be blamed for 

reprehensible behavior. 

In "The Shadow on the Stone" (530) a man actually sees 

shifting shadows become the shade of one absent. 

I WENT by the Druid stone 
That broods in the garden white and lone, 

And I stopped and looked at the shifting shadows 
That at some moments fall thereon 
From the tree hard by with a rhythmic swing, * 
And they shaped in my imagining 

To the shade that a well-known head and shoulders 
Threw there when she was gardening. 

I thought her behind my back, 
Yea, her I long had learned to lack, 

And I said: 1 am sure you are standing behind me, 
Though how do you get into this old track?’ 
And there was no sound but the fall of a leaf 
As a sad response; and to keep down grief 
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I would not turn my head to discover 

That there was nothing in my belief. 

Yet I wanted to look and see 
That nobody stood at the back of me; 

But I thought once more: "Nay, I'll not unvision 
A shape which, somehow, there may be.' 
So I went on softly from the glade, 
And left her behind me throwing her shade, 

As she were indeed an apparition - 
My head unturned lest my dream should fade. 

Hardy stresses here the importance of the individual experience; it 

is in the man's own "imagining" that the shadows he sees become 

the shadow his absent friend used to throw. The pun on the word 

"shade," of course, leads one to believe that she is dead. Today's 

shadows make him remember earlier shadows. In addition, once he 

has made the leap from remembering earlier shadows to positing 

his friend’s existence, he believes her shadows are thrown from 

behind him, calling to mind Plato's cave allegory. Hardy, however, 

takes care to indicate that the "Form" is missing and that the 

shadows are all that the speaker has. Moreover, the only shadows 

he has are today’s shadows, since he is unwilling to "unvision" the 

form which "there may be" by turning to look for her. The speaker, 

though, remains oblivious to Hardy's distinction, having worked his 

way around to the belief that the woman actually is there and 
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merely seems to be an apparition ("And left her behind me 

throwing her shade, / As. she were indeed an apparition - "), instead 

of the opinion that she actually is an apparition (if that) and only 

seems to be there. 

Like the sun, then, shadow and shade in Hardy are predictive 

of absence, moralizing, and addressing an unaware audience. 

Similar to Hardy's use of shadow is his use of moonlight. Like the 

sun, shadow, and shade, the moon often points to disaster in Hardy, 

usually to past or future disaster. Reflected sunlight, its light is cold 

rather than warm, though the moon itself may seem warm. Hardy’s 

poem "On the Esplanade" (715) calls to mind the treatment of the 

play of moonlight on water in such Turner works as the watercolor 

Eddvstone Lighthouse ° and the painting Fishermen at Sea. 

THE broad bald moon edged up where the sea was wide, 
Mild, mellow-faced; 

Beneath, a tumbling twinkle of shines, like dyed, 
A trackway traced 

To the shore, as of petals fallen from a rose to waste, 
In its overblow, 

And fluttering afloat on inward heaves of the tide: - 
All this, so plain; yet the rest I did not know. 

Inside a window, open, with undrawn blind, 
There plays and sings 
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A lady unseen a melody undefined: 

And where the moon flings 
Its shimmer a vessel crosses, whereon to the strings 

Plucked sweetly and low 
Of a haip, they dance. Yea, such did I mark. That behind, 
My Fate's masked face crept near me I did not know! 

The play of moonlight is like petals fallen from a rose, indicating 

Hardy’s awareness that light acts as though it were composed of 

particles, especially when reflected off a surface in motion such as 

the water. The effect is similar to that of Claude Monet's 

Impression. Sunrise.^^ in which the dominant color is blue-greenish 

gray, except for a deep orange sun and its deep orange reflection on 
1 

the water in strokes like strewn petals. Unlike Turner’s works or 

Monet's painting, though, the moon here indicates facts that the 

speaker realizes only in retrospect. His repeated lines "All this, so 

plain" and "All this was plain" signify the value of his impressions: 

the images of the moon on the sea, the lamps of the Bay, and the 

open window are clear, but until later, the speaker does not realize 

the import of what the moon seems to indicate. Again, one can only 

"know" or comprehend the whole picture after the fact. At the time, 

the speaker perceives the impressions listed in the poem ("Yea, such 

did I mark"), but not until later does he come to recognize their 

significance. The moon, like the sun, is predictive, moralizing, and 
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speaking to a perceiver incapable of comprehending its message. 

Hardy again uses these three functions of moonlight in "In 

Sherborne Abbey" (759), in which the moon indicates the 

characters’ impending demise and their moral turptitude. 

THE moon has passed to the panes of the south-aisle wall, 
And brought the mullioned shades and shines to fall 
On the cheeks of a woman and man in pew there, pressed 
Together as they pant, and recline for rest. 

Of course they do not realize the implicit meaning of the moon's 

signs; surrounded by cold marble statues, the woman speaks. 

We are not like those,' she murmurs. 'For ever here set!' 
'True, Love,' he replies. 'We two are not marble yet.' 

In these uses of sun, shadow, and moonlight, Hardy manages to 

have his cake and eat it too, since the sun and moon portend things 

at the same time Hardy maintains that particular impressions are 

just that, merely particular impressions. 

Like Turner, Hardy is especially fond of the image of 

reflected moonlight on bodies of water. His image in "At 

Rushy-Pond" (713) borders on the surreal: 

And the wind flapped the moon in its float on the pool, 
And stretched it to oval form; 

Then corkscrewed it like a wriggling worm; 
Then wanned it weariful. 
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Hardy uses language unusually to make the reader see in his mind 

an image of moonlight on water, a reflection of a reflection. The 

transitive verbs "flapped," "stretched," "corkscrewed," and 

"wanned," all uncommon words to use of light, make vivid the 

apparent motion of light on the water's surface; the line, "And the 

troubled orb in the pond’s sad shine," bestows mood on an 

otherwise static image; and the first line of the poem — "ON the 

frigid face of the heath-hemmed pond" — lends a feeling of coldness 

to the moon's light. 

Hardy's uses of shade, shadow, and moonlight are similar to 

his uses of the sun in that each involves the combination of light 

and dark, only in different proportions. As with Turner's two 

Goethe paintings, the principal differences in the two effects lie in 

the proportion of light to shade and in the distinction between color 

and lack of color. In Hardy, one can see color in the presence of the 

sun, which often colors objects itself, unless one is blinded by its 

brilliant glare. Shade and moonlight, on the other hand, result in 

images perceived largely in black and white, just as in life. Both 

effects, sunlight and shadow, are indicative of absence (Shade and 

darkness — the evening of the Deluge portends death, and in Light 
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and colour (Goethe's Theory) -- the morning after the Deluge — 

Moses writing the book of Genesis Noah is conspicuously absent), 

both moralize, and both have unsuspecting "victims." However, one 

gets the distinct impression that moonlight and shadow for Hardy 

are rather cool, if not thoroughly cold. 

A third similarity between Hardy and the Impressionists 

becomes apparent in his curious fascination for a white winter sun. 

This sheer presence of light, appearing both in the Impressionists 

and in Turner, is devoid of the sun/shade combination mentioned 

earlier. The effect becomes apparent particularly in the later 

Turner, whose paintings and watercolors grow progressively 

brighter and more abstract. D.H. Lawrence in his discussion of 

Hardy states, ’"If Turner had ever painted his last picture, it would 

have been a white, incandescent surface, the same whiteness when 

he finished as when he began, proceeding from nullity to nullity, 

through all the range of color."'^ Hardy is aware of the power of 

such a light value; his line, "THE white winter sun struck its stroke 

on the bridge," ("The Thing Unplanned," 789) is an instance of his 

use of the painting term "stroke" in double entendre with the 

meaning, "stark, powerful." The sun here is powerful, but it has a 
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positive, optimistic power; it ends by "unplanning" man's plan to 

break off his romance. Exactly opposite of the effect in "The Sun on 

the Letter" of gleaming cheerfully down on bad news, this sun 

strikes the bridge forbiddingly, only to have a cheerful outcome. 

Here the winter sun has a neutralizing effect, undoing the man's 

negative plan. 

"A Spellbound Palace" (720) also contains such a sun. 

ON this kindly yellow day of mild low-travelling winter sun 
The stirless depths of the yews 
Are vague with misty blues: 

Across the spacious pathways stretching spires of shadow run, 
And the wind-gnawed walls of ancient brick are fired vermilion. 

Hardy's representation of the winter sun, reminiscent of Turner's 

use of blue and light yellow together in a watercolor like Venice: 

The Fondamenta Nuova from near the Arsenal DZé or Norham Castle. 

Sunrise. is at the same time warm and cold. Death, commonly 

associated with yew trees, is present in this poem, but "vague." 

Yellow and blue cancel each other but are able, still, to fire 

something else, raising the question of whether this sun is so "mild," 

after all, even though the passive voice of "are fired" tempers the 

sun's power. Generally, the white light of the winter sun has to do 
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with obliteration. 

And there swaggers the Shade of a straddling King, plumed, 
sworded, with sensual face, 

And lo, too, that of his Minister, at a bold self-centered pace: 
Sheer in the sun they pass; and thereupon all is still, 
Save the mindless fountain tinkling on with thin enfeebled will. 

The scene is different, but Turner's The Fountain of Fallacy ^ ^ 

contains the same effect: the subject is at the center of the painting, 

yet what one first notices is the play of light on the water — even 

before one realizes it is a fountain. In addition, a phrase like 

Hardy's "Sheer in the sun" makes the solid transparent in a way 

Turner wants to. These subjects are not unaware of the sun: 

attuned to particulars ("plumed, sworded, with sensual face"), they 

manage to do what the sun has, becoming sheer, almost cancelling 

themselves out. It is interesting that Hardy makes the Shade of the 

king do the swaggering; these subjects have become their own 

shadows. They are at the same time the blinding summer sun and 

the cool shade of the earlier poems, and the winter sun looks mildly 

on. 

Hardy's interest in the stark, warmly cold light of the winter 

sun is most notable in "Neutral Tones" (12). 
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WE stood by a pond that winter day, 
And the sun was white, as though chidden of God, 
And a few leaves lay on the starving sod; 

- They had fallen from an ash, and were gray. 

Your eyes on me were as eyes that rove 
Over tedious riddles of years ago; 
And some words played between us to and fro 

On which lost the more by our love. 

The smile on your mouth was the deadest thing 
Alive enough to have strength to die; 
And a grin of bitterness swept thereby 

Like an ominous bird a-wing  

Since then, keen lessons that love deceives, 
And wrings with wrong, have shaped to me 
Your face, and the God-curst sun, and a tree, 

And a pond edged with grayish leaves. 

Hardy's use of color (gray) and light resembles Turner's, an almost 

photographically "overexposed" feeling: the sun is white, and there 

are no shadows, even with the possibility of the ominous bird. No 

visible glare and no apparent shadows indicate that there is also no 

blame laid by the sun. This sun neither predicts nor moralizes. In 

addition, the speaker, like the king and his minister in "A 

Spellbound Palace," recognizes the value of particulars. His last two 

lines indicate the objects of his lessons — specific impressions of 

"Your face, and the God-curst sun, and a tree, / And a pond edged 

with grayish leaves." All that is real, all that remains, is concrete 
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things. This subject is painfully aware of the effects of the sun; in 

contrast to the characters discussed earlier, all he is left with is 

particulars. His phrase "God-curst sun" indicates his cognizance of 

its ironic illumination. Somehow, he has distance; he sees the scene 

while he is still in it, perhaps because he has temporal, rather than 

spatial distance. Like Turner's cold white sun in The Dogana and 

Santa Maria Della Salute. Venice. Hardy's winter sun is neutral in 

tone, at the same time warm and cold. 

Unlike the sun and shade/moon, the white winter sun is after 

the fact rather than predictive, curiously amoral (it only 

illuminates), and has perceptive, realizing subjects. Its paradoxical 

cool warmth neutralizes and obliterates the heat of sun and the cold 

of shade, shadow, and moonlight. The message of the winter sun for 

Hardy, insofar as it has one, is that there are no indications to be 

given — only impressions. The perceptive subject of the winter sun 

realizes the value of particular impressions and looks for no 

underlying "meaning" of its images. However, the tricky question in 

Hardy comes with moonlight's and hot sun's subjects, who also 

search for no underlying meaning, although such a meaning is 

present. Again, Hardy has it both ways: in some cases uses of light 
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and shade portend things, and in others, the point seems to be 

focusing on particular impressions of light rather than on 

underlying meanings. In all of these cases, though, Hardy uses light 

in ways the Impressionists and Turner do, causing the 

reader/viewer to produce an impression of heat or cold. 

"Once at Swanage" (783), for instance, contains 

"impressionistic" techniques. 

THE spray sprang up across the cusps of the moon, 
And all its light loomed green 
As a witch-flame's weirdsome sheen 

At the minute of an incantation scene; 
And it greened our gaze - that night at demilune. 

Roaring high and roaring low was the sea 
Behind the headland shores: 
It symboled the slamming of doors, 

Or a regiment hurrying over hollow floors.... 
And there we two stood, hands clasped; I and she! 

Hardy experiments with effects of light that are similar to Turner's. 

Line five indicates Hardy's understanding of the difference light can 

make to the object perceived: the phrase "greened our gaze" calls to 

mind Turner's tempestuous green-tinted storm at sea paintings. 

Hardy's poem is hardly the typical love scene beside the ocean; 

rather, it treats the "Romantic Agony" Hardy and Turner shared ^ 
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The witch-flame's weirdsome sheen," for example, calls to mind the 

archaic sense of "weird," as controlling fate or destiny and stemming 

from the Anglo-Saxon god of fate, Wyrd. Light in the first stanza 

somehow controls the subjects' existence, if only because it affects 

their perception. Besides Hardy's curious visual treatment of the 

light, there is a Tumeresque swirl of sound in the poem caused by 

the sets of internal rhymes: "Loomed," "demilune" (11. 2, 5) ; "green," 

"greened" (11. 2, 5); "light," "night" (11. 2,5); "high," "I" (11.6, 10); "sea," 

"we" (11.6,10); and "low," "hollow" (11.6,9). Sound in the second 

stanza echoes the function of the play of light in the first. The 

message of this poem is that despite chance/circumstance/fate's 

being either good or bad, the couple should continue the attempt at 

communication. Although the roaring of the sea in the second 

stanza "symbol[s] the slamming of doors" on a personal level and 

regiments of wartime on a societal level, the couple still holds 

hands, for the present, at any rate. The couple cannot communicate 

directly, due to the roar of the sea, but they share an experience, 

even though they may have different impressions of it. Along with 

the Impressionists, Hardy recognizes the difficulty of 

communication. People miss each other coming and going, yet it is 
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still important to attempt to reach others, and the Impressionists 

try to do so in a new way, a way designed to replicate an 

experience, rather than to produce a reaction to one. 

Perhaps the most convincing comparison of Hardy with 

Turner and the Impressionists lies in his use of such 

"impressionistic" techniques as examination of color, fragmentation 

of the whole, and awareness of the importance of "seeming" to point 

of view. A key observation of the Impressionists was that light 

causes colors to seem different under different conditions. The 

Impressionists attempt to reproduce this seeming in nature by 

making basic elements (primary colors) seem to be the whole; in 

Seurat's Neoimpressionism, the mixture of the dots is never 

complete. That is, the Impressionists attempt to replicate light's 

task. Hardy is also aware of this function, but working in poetry, he 

is necessarily bound by sound, by the aural, rather than by the 

visual. Still, Hardy's awareness of the Impressionists' inversion of 

light's formula of making color seem different at different times is 

visible in his poems. Along with the painters, he uses color to make 

light seem different in his representations of it (as it is. in reality) at 

different times. The lines "WHENCE comes Solace? ! ... ! "And in 
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gazing at the gleam / Whereby gray things golden seem" ("On a fine 

Morning"—129) illustrate this point. Gray things seem golden in the 

right light, and Hardy's interest lies in the gleam that makes this 

happen. The first line of "Beeny Cliff" (350) also contains a color 

change due to light, "O THE opal and the sapphire of that wandering 

western sea." The sea is sometimes murky or pearly and sometimes 

brilliant, both due to the play of the sunlight on it. Even something 

as simple as a window can change the color of the light. "Yea, 

beglimpsed through the quaint quarried glass / Of green moonlight, 

by me [in this instance, a ghost] greener made ..." ("He Revisits His 

First School"—511-12). Hardy is definitely aware of the fickle 

nature of color affected by light. 

Hardy examines the effect of fragmentation on color, as well. 

Like Seurat's pointilism, the fundamental idea originates in the 

concept that light acts as though it is made up of particles. Camille 

Pissarro's Charing Cross Bridge. London ^ illustrates this technique: 

yellow, blue, and purple dots combine to make a bright gray sky. 

Hardy, too, fragments particles of color: "Beech leaves, that yellow 

the noon-time,/ Float past like specks in the eye" ("At Day-Close in 

November"—334). That the leaves are compared with specks in the 
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eye indicates the importance of the individual's perception. Hardy 

even fragments light itself. "THE first fire since the summer is lit, 

and is smoking into the room: / The sun-rays thread it through, like 

woof-lines in a loom" ("Shortening Days at the Homestead"—810). 

As in "The Sun on the Letter," Hardy describes sun-rays in the 

weaving terminology of warp and woof, analyzing parts of a 

seemingly homogenous whole. Hardy splits the medium or cause of 

fragmentation, light, into disparate parts, just as the Impressionists 

split light into the color spectrum. 

In addition to fragmentation of color, Hardy examines 

fragmentation of individuals, as in, for example, "A Thought in Two 

Moods" (486). 

I SAW it - pink and white - revealed 
Upon the white and green; 

The white and green was a daisied field, 
The pink and white Ethleen. 

And as I looked it seemed in kind 
That difference they had none; 

The two fair bodiments combined 
As varied miens of one. 

A sense that, in some mouldering year, 
As one they both would lie, 

Made me move quickly on to her 
To pass the pale thought by. 
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She laughed and said: 'Out there, to me, 
You looked so weather-browned, 

And brown in clothes, you seemed to be 
Made of the dusty ground!' 

Here, the colors are described as fragmented, but as with the 

Impressionists' colors, they are confusing at first. They meld 

together, yet from afar one gets the correct vision. (In this poem, 

the two figures are dust, after all.) The poem works like Monet's 

O O 
Poppies. in which the two children, especially, fade into the field 

about waist-level, or Auguste Renoir's Path Winding Up Through 

Tall Grass. The phrase "seemed in kind" illustrates the 

importance of the individual vision: it seems to the speaker that 

the girl and the field are one. Hardy makes the same point with his 

disembodiment of a head in "The Head above the Fog" (481). The 

speaker begins, "SOMETHING do I see," refusing to speculate at first 

on what the hat and plumes could mean, and later describes the 

figure, its "Body seeming gone"; he realizes along with Hardy that 

perception is directly related to the perceiver. 

The Impressionists' concern with "seeming" in point of view 

is necessary because of their recognition of the different 

impressions experienced by different viewers. Hardy applies this 
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idea to light and color in "Alike and Unlike" (788). 

WE watched the selfsame scene on that long drive, 
Saw the magnificent purples, as one eye, 
Of those near mountains; saw the storm arrive; 
Laid up the sight in memory, you and I, 
As if for joint recallings by and by. 

But our eye-records, like in hue and line, 
Had superimposed on them, that very day, 
Gravings on your side deep, but slight on mine! - 
Tending to sever us thenceforth alway; 
Mine commonplace; yours tragic, gruesome, gray. 

At the root of Impressionist enterprise is the recreation of similar 

impressions in disparate beings, but Hardy recognizes that creation 

of the same impression is impossible. The speaker claims they "Saw 

the magnificent purples, as. one eye," instead of "with one eye" and 

that they "Laid up the sight in memory, you and I, / As if for joint 

recallings by and by" instead of "for joint recallings." His purple 

becomes the other's gray. The light may remain constant, but the 

perceivers' perceptions of color can still differ. Indeed, there are no 

"joint recallings," so Hardy and the Impressionists try to supply a 

substitute. They recognize that everything depends on the point of 

view of the "subject." 

"Going and Staying" (573) illustrates the Impressionist task of 
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recreating in the viewer/reader certain sense experiences. 

I 
THE moving sun-shapes on the spray, 
The sparkles where the brook was flowing, 
Pink faces, plightings, moonlit May, 
These were the things we wished would stay; 

But they were going. 

II 
Seasons of blankness as of snow, 
The silent bleed of a world decaying, 
The moan of multitudes in woe, 
These were the things we wished would go; 

But they were staying. 

The first stanza takes up transient impressions of moving light on 

water, changing colors, persons fragmented into color particles, and 

moonlight. In the second stanza, though, the light changes and 

there is not as much to grasp in way of visual images. The winter’s 

loss of light makes the viewer shift to sound: the loud quietness of 

snow is echoed in the sibilants of "seasons," "blankness," "snow," 

"silent," the moaning winds in the ooohs of "moan," "more," "go." As 

the last line reiterates, the blanks remain. Even in sound, then, 

Hardy uses "impressionistic" techniques to reproduce an image in 

the reader's mind. Hardy's keen eye for detail, his descriptive 

abilities, and his interest in the Impressionists and Turner become 

apparent in his poems, in which he attempts to accomplish the 
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Impressionist goal of replicating in the viewer certain sense 

experiences. Hardy is at a third remove, though: with sound he 

causes the reader to conjure a visual impression. 

Hardy’s uses of light, particularly in his representations of 

sunlight, of shadow, of the winter sun, and in "impressionistic" 

techniques of color, fragmentation, and "seeming," demonstrate his 

sensitivity to the difficulties of communicating experiences. Sharing 

with the Impressionists and Turner a concern for confronting life 

head on, as it comes, Hardy writes poems which are, he claims, a 

"series of fugitive impressions which I have never tried to 

co-ordinate.He does not reproduce a single "view of life"; 

rather than forcing what he sees into a design, he attempts to 

record what he sees in such a way that the reader of his poems can 

see the patterns already existing in the experiences he relates. "As, 

in looking at a carpet, by following one colour a certain pattern is 

suggested, by following another colour, another," he prescribes, "so 

in life the seer should watch that pattern among general things 

which his idiosyncrasy moves him to observe, and describe that 

alone. This is, quite accurately, a going to Nature; yet the result is 

no mere photograph, but purely the product of the writer's own 
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mind.The point for Hardy is to reproduce experience by 

producing in the reader impressions of particular experiences. This 

is the only means by which one may see any overarching "reality." 

He states, "I hold that the mission of poetry is to record impressions, 

not convictions."42 Learning valuable lessons from the 

Impressionists and Turner, Hardy succeeds in his endeavor of 

presenting life as it seems, in evoking with his impressionistic 

sensibility meaningful experiences in the minds of his readers. 
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